St Albans Girls’ School
Classroom Movement Plan
Students and staff should wear masks as they move around the school building, unless they have a letter
from the NHS providing an exemption.
Entry to English block

Exit the English block
Entry and exit to Languages
block
Entry to History corridor
Exit to History classrooms
H2, H3, H4
Entry to Performing Arts
Exit to Performing Arts
Entry to Science
Exit from Science
Entry to the Sixth Form
centre
Exit form the Sixth Form
centre
Entry to Maths
Exit from Maths

Enter the Parks Block from the entrance nearest to Geography corridor - please note
there is a one way system on the stairs - the stairs nearest to the Geography side
entrance are the up stairs
Exit the Parks Block via the doors nearest the swimming pool - please note the down
stairs are the ones nearest to this exit
Ensure social distancing and move directly to classroom, keep left wherever possible especially on the stairs
Via doors adjacent to H1 - adhere to movement arrows
Via internal fire doors to outside area in each classroom
Via doors adjacent to H1 and down the corridor - adhere to movement arrows
Exit into corridor from each classroom and leave at external fire exit at the end of the
corridor adjacent to MU3 and Peri Music Rooms
Via external door near S1 or up main Science Stairs, keep left wherever possible especially on the stairs
Via external door near S1 or down main Science Stairs keeping left
Past student reception
Past students reception, please keep to the left - especially on the stairs

Please keep left on nearest stairs to Maths room - if exiting from M1M1-4 exit down the stairs - keeping to the left - and out of the external fire door
between MU3 and the Peri Music Rooms; M5-9 please exit via the nearest stairs to
the room keeping to the left
Entry to Geography
Through the rear door at the back of the canopies area
Exit from Geography
Turn left as you leave each classroom and leave towards Languages block or through
canopies adhering to movement arrows
Entry to REP
Upstairs near G4 and along corridor past RP3
Exit from REP
Downstairs near to RP1
Entry to ADT
On ground floor directly to named room keeping to the left
Exit from ADT
Please keep to the left when passing through the Science square area
Entry to gym
Outside next to swimming pool
Exit from gym
Turn left and go directly outside to the next venue
Entry and exit to Sports Hall From outside and await instructions with doors open for ventilation
Entry to Dance studio
From outside and await instructions
Exit from Dance Studio
Via fire exit in Dance studio with door open for ventilation
All areas
Please ensure that movement arrows are adhered to and keep to the left in all
corridors and on stairways - please ask any member of staff for help

